Project Narrative
PUD Amendment Application: 163 Wayzata Boulevard (Formerly Meridian Manor)
Applicant: TMSC of Wayzata, LLC
Project: The Moments of Wayzata
September 15, 2021
This application for PUD Amendment is being submitted to amend and expand on care advancements in
Memory and High Acuity services. This requires renovation in the building constructed circa 1994, with
sensitivity to market changes and advanced understanding of care and support of our residents and guests. This
coupled with necessity of addressing corrective building concerns for both life safety and environmental
conditions. This will occur following approved by Planning Department, and the City Council supportive action.
Because the property was developed under a PUD granted in 1993. The property will remain under the auspices
of PUD Amendment, as envisioned since that time, and will be continued with added amenity and management
oversite. Formally, the site and building modifications as proposed, trigger the amendment requirements,
although the use remains essentially the same as the original senior care residential development. Site and
building reconfiguration are proposed to provide best practices for years ahead.
On April 2021, the property formerly known as Meridian Manner, was purchased by Waite Holdings, TMSC of
Wayzata, LLC DBA The Moments of Wayzata (“The Moments”). They are developer-builder and operator of
senior care communities. As the operator, it brings its innovative service approach to make and provide firstrate communities, offer services, and care for their residents. The proposal for redevelopment and
repositioning of the building, will be no exception. The Moments intends to enrich the lives of the residents and
surrounding community by investing in and creating a new brand awareness for the residence and property.
Intent is to maximize its potential while offering a new aesthetic standard for the building and grounds as it
introduces unique program elements.
The Moments will offer and provide care services in the assisted living environment, including individualized
quality memory care and high acuity residents. Specifically, The Moments will provide a universal type setting
for residents that require significant support with activities of daily living and dementia care, allowing residents
to receive these services needed without having to move from one type of care unit or setting to another. By
design, 100% of the units are dedicated to memory care and high acuity assisted living. The blended population
allows full access to improved environments with complete mobility within the residence. The community will
cater specifically to people within these sectors but not offer independent living or skilled nursing residential
services. Note that wellness and Physical Therapy can be offered to anyone, even outside of skilled care
environment. Objective, enhance and enrich the member’s quality life.
Here is an executive recap:
- 84-residential units, 88-residents (4 double-occupancy units)
- Typical resident support services – food service, medication management, social activities, ADL services
- Select common spaces and residential units are being repurposed to create new residential common
areas as on-floor neighborhood gathering spaces. These spaces are at the central core area per floor
- CNA care stations will be located at each floor, at each wing intersection. One Aide station at core/ floor.
- In-house physical therapy provided by outside service providers
- In-house central laundry with resident/family laundry in each resident wing
- Open-air pavilion in north yard within a terraced, secured garden
- SE corner of the parcel is to remain as natural landscape
- Public and secure gardens and patio spaces for family and guest interaction.
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Public and secure gardens and patio spaces for family and guest interaction.
East side of site, an ADA accessible path and 12’ clear pond service access has been lowered to meet
code gradient concerns. Landscape changes have been the result to direct water away from building
foundation and prevent negative runoff while preventing future recurrence of infiltration, as exists now.
Redoubled efforts were taken to retain as many trees as possible. Drive lane approximates existing loop
turn around while providing resident focused access to parking near the entry canopy.
Maintained the spruce trees adjacent to the equipment yard vs. design standard sidewalk.
Several of the existing double-occupancy units are being reconfigured to create new single-occupant
efficiency units
The Moments Adult Day Care – At this time, we withdraw further development initiatives associated
with the Carriage House. We believe in the product and that there is a distinct community need,
however, we will further review market assessments and may revisit the decision in the future.
The Moments Executive Operations - Currently, we withdraw dedicated accommodations from the
development initiative. The Moments Operations team will provide strong leadership and quality of care
as part of the Wayzata community, with oversight of the Executive team in capacity to assist, as needs
arise.

Legislature Statute and building status:
-

Meridian Manor has been built and operated continuously since 1994. The MN Department of Licensing
had issued an operations license continuously since that time but terminated the license due to the
Covid-19 outbreak in March 2020. The Moment’s ownership believes the building qualifies under a
grandfathered application and will directly respond to issues of status, under separate cover.

In response to the goals established in the ordinance for Planned Unit Developments, the original project
established a solid justification for the flexibility granted. This amendment application attempts to maintain or
build on those goals in the following ways:
A. Innovations in development are achieved by extensive revitalization, renovating the existing
interiors, and building systems while optimizing comfortable spaces within the existing senior living
community. At this time limited, ancillary space will be added to address the proposed program
functions. As evidence arise, we will revisit needs in the future.
B. The Moments brings their own level of distinctive innovation to the care model and to the aesthetic
standards they require for the facilities themselves. Their financial investment in design and quality
is unique in the marketplace and will be made evident in this case.
C. Improved conveniences are delivered through one service provider with more quality service
options and amenities for residents and families in which to choose.
D. Preservation of existing site characteristics is achieved by maintaining select mature plantings and
screening topography. Residential character of the southerly site will minimally change to limit
disruption to the general environment, to what has common to area, known and appreciated.
E. Creative land use – Minor site changes are envisioned. For resident safety and convenience, a
covered port cochere has been added as primary front door and entry to the community. With this
renovation and addition, the port cochere replacement will provide safe surface amenity and a
gracious element. Minor adjustments to the parking field have been introduced to facilitate the port
cochere and incremental unit density change to the community.
F. Efficient land use is achieved through establishing increased density within the existing footprint.
Through strategic interior planning, and subtle site revision, access and flow will be enhanced that
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allows for covered drop off and improved parking, all while leveraging the existing utility and storm
water infrastructure.
G. The development pattern of the site remains largely unchanged from its original intent, but owner
will maintain its right of keeping with the City’s Comprehensive Plan for use as high-density
residential.
H. Through the flexibility granted of the PUD Amendment, The Moments of Wayzata, will create a
premier community offering the best in care with additional programming and support functions
desired by families, while offering unique services in the area.
By way of several highlights, the refurbished community will include the following improvements:
-

New port cochere providing protected drop off for residents and guests.
New parking and access configuration.
Refreshed landscape with walking path, pavilion, patios, new plantings, and manicured existing
landscaping.
Replacement of the complete façade and roofing, addressing serious moisture migration issues.
New energy conservation strategy including vapor barrier, insulation, doors and windows.
Additional guest and family patio space and covered ‘Gianni’s’ with extended season tempered, pergola
Complete interior renovation with new interior finishes and LED lighting.
Restoration of all resident units with new kitchenettes, appliances, finishes, and lighting.
Renovation of all resident bathrooms plus create select universal and accessible bathrooms.
Reconfigured and new common core spaces, entry lobby, dining areas, and amenity areas.
Replacement of entire commercial kitchen and addition of satellite serving kitchens.
Bistro and resident dining areas, lounges, and community rooms.
Arts, wellness environment and Physical Therapy Suite.
Expanded NE wing day room, on lower-level nominal ~ 6’x26’.
Improved utility, refuse screening and enclosures.
Improved, shielded site lighting.
New central laundry and resident laundry services.
Improved indoor air quality via Direct Outside Air Systems (DOAS).
Daylighting elements (skylights and light wells) to bring daylight to the lower level and central core.

Project Data Summary:
Site Area (acres):
Existing Building Area:
Addition, LL day room:
Total Building Area:

Unchanged, 4.07 Acres (177,139 SF)
74,178 SF
175 SF
74,353 SF

Building Height:
Residential Units:

Maximum height is unchanged, remains three stories (see building sections)
Increased from 75 to 84 - units including approximately 8% double occupancy units for a
total of up to 88 residents.
56 Stalls per City Ordinance, including 3-HC stalls. Garages will be removed.
(Existing: 53 stalls with 2 HC stalls and 8-garage stalls)
Unchanged in quantity; one service loading area will be provided, relocated to the west
NA

Off-street Parking:
Loading:
Executive Office Use:
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Operational Data:
Staffing – Shifts indicated with approximate staff levels:
- Day - 7:00 - 3:15 ~ 30 - employees.
- Evening - 3:00 - 11:15P ~ 30 employees
- Night - 11:00 - 7:15 ~ 8-10 employees
Average Day shift has an overlap of employees where staff swells to 58 between day and evening shifts.
Total Staff is 90 (blend of full and part time) across all shifts and all roles.
Staff position description
- Administration – 6 [Executive Director, Culinary Director, Staffing Manager, HR, Business Office,
Concierge]
- Culinary – 7 [Chef, Sous Chef, 2-cooks and servers]
- Maintenance – 1 + 1 assistant
- Housekeeping – 4 [3-housekeepers, 1 laundry]/ shift
- Nursing - 19 (Nursing = RN, LPN + CNA) [Director of Nursing, Nurse Manager, 3 LPN & 14 CNA’s]/ shift
with less on night shift]
- Activities – 3 [Director, 2 coordinators]
Visiting Guests - 3 - 4 families/week at 1-2 persons/group - typically at or after evening dinner
Entertainment – 5 x per week, 1-2 people
Gerontologist MD – 1/ week
Operational Data, continued:
Delivery Schedule:
- Food Services - 2x per week, mornings
- Refuse - 2x per week, mornings
- Laundry - none, internally prepared
- Walk off mat/ rugs – 1x per week.
- Water softener (salt) 1 -2x/ month
- UPS/FedEx/USPS - daily
- Contractors - 1x day, occasional
- Site Maintenance – 1x per week; snow removal as needed.
Care and Maintenance:
The Moments, as an operator, includes construction and maintenance/property management services within
their business model. As a result, the high standards they have for the design of the facility and their care for
residents, is reinforced by the level of care they provide for their facilities. Their ability to provide staff
resources from within their company ensures regular care and timely response to maintenance concerns,
resulting in a property in pristine condition, inside and out.
A supplemental document with commentary on the 1993 PUD Agreement will provide additional comparative
information between the original and the proposed developments. The supplemental document is included
within the package provided for this PUD Amendment application.
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September 13, 2021
City of Wayzata Planning Commission
Attn: Planning Commission
600 Rice Street East
Wayzata, MN 55391
RE: 163 Wayzata Boulevard West – Proposed PUD Amendment
Dear Commissioners:
I want to thank you all for taking the time to review the revised plan for The Moments of Wayzata
located at 163 Wayzata Boulevard West (formerly Meridian Manor). While we were before you less
than a month ago and this commission approved the initial Planned Use Development Amendment
with a 4 to 1 recommendation to the City Council on August 2, 2021, followed by a consent agenda
vote on August 16, 2021, of 7 to 0 in favor the City Council found on August 24, 2021, to deny the
above-mentioned application. Finally, on September 7, 2021, they tabled the full denial and have
allowed us to bring the matter back to the Planning Commission directly to provide an opportunity
for a fourth public hearing and a fourth neighborhood meeting for the neighbors in the Highland
Neighborhood to provide their input on this matter. This narrative will review the plan that was
previously approved by this body and compare it to what is now in front of you for review.
However, I feel it is necessary to provide background on The Moments and its design/brand
standard as well as the operations and why bringing our services to Wayzata makes a great fit.
Over the last twenty plus years I have had several family members who have been diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia. My maternal grandfather, James R. Fox MD, was
diagnosed in the summer of 2001 once diagnosed he was placed in a locked wing a facility in South
Minneapolis. While he was there, I spent a lot of time visiting him and observing the surroundings.
Grandpa was a brilliant man full of life and optimism prior to his actual diagnosis, looking back I
should have seen the initial signs of his memory loss, with a true love of life and family. So much so
that one of his friends sprung him from what I would consider a depressing, non-engaging facility
and put him on a flight back to his home in Florida. Collier County required him to move to a
facility and we moved into a beautiful, assisted living community in Naples until they could no
longer provide the necessary care as his dementia progressed. This was, at the time, typical of
assisted livings as they were not set up for memory care or they had a locked wing on the “other side
of door”. Once the request for removal came, we moved him back to Minnesota to, at the time, one
of the few facilities that had a dedicated memory care. This was the premier memory care in the
metro area at the time. He passed after four years in the community, and we had great comfort that
he had lived the remainder of his time near all of us in a wonderful community.
On the flipside my step-grandfather, in 2011, was placed by his adult children in facility that was
dated and depressing to visit. He became less engaged and progressed much quicker than my
grandpa had and passed in August of 2013 less than two years after entering the facility. At that time
my interest in memory care was born and I believed there had to be a better way for those with
dementia to live their final years.
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During the development and construction of The Moments of Lakeville (“TMOL”) my paternal
Grandma Jane Wright, well into her 90’s at the time, when her assisted living facility informed my
Dad that she would need to be moved to the locked fourth floor for memory care. My Dad sought a
facility closer to him, within walking distance, to care for her. This facility was what we would
classify as an old school nursing home. The surroundings were depressing and my always smiling,
happy grandma told us that she was depressed because she was often left in her “hospital” room and
there was limited socialization. We were biding time for the completion of construction and opening
of TMOL. In February 2018 Grandma moved into TMOL at the age of 99 she spent her remaining
time with us, passing at 101 ½ and was the happiest she had been in years
In June of 2016 The Moments of Lakeville (“TMOL”) was formed to provide five-star boutique
residential memory care community. After extensive research into the existing offerings for those
with dementia in Minnesota and across the country and my family history we knew that there was
better way to design and operate a standalone memory care. We opened in December 2017 with 32
units of purposefully designed memory care. What does this mean? We designed the building to
allow for all five senses to be met every day.
The building itself has no dead ends allowing for residents to wander the entire building in a circular
route. With no dead ends our residents do not feel trapped or confused as to where they are
supposed to go. TMOL has an abundance of natural light throughout the common areas, the
building itself is a “rambler” style with second story active dormers. The residential wings have cedar
shingles in the dormer areas leading to copper gutters and individually designed door surrounds in
different siding styles and colors as way for wayfinding for the residents. In short, we have made the
exterior of the suites to mimic a front door to a house.
One of the most important design details is one you do not see TMOL has up to six fresh air
exchanges per hour. Not only does this provide clean air for our resident, which became more
important with the onset of COVID, but our building smells clean naturally without having to cover
up urine or stale smells with piped in scents. Additionally, we installed LVT flooring over our
building wide in floor heat. This allows for easy clean-up of spills or other instances that dementia
residents may have. The in-floor heat was important to provide an added level of warmth 365 days
a year. It also provides a warm transition from the showers in each suite to the tile bathroom
flooring. Sometimes those with dementia have anxiety which can lead to “behaviors” when exiting
to a cold floor. While we wish we could carry the in-floor heating through to Wayzata as an existing
structure it is cost prohibitive to retro fit the building for this function.
Finally, and most important is that the residents of TMOL have sense of freedom throughout the
community. Without being on the other side of a locked door in an assisted living rather living in a
secure community we have found that our residents have less anxiety and potential behaviors.
With this they have an abundance of outdoor space with patios and gathering areas for family and
residents in our beautifully landscaped grounds. To provide even greater outdoor space we are
adding Janes Garden and the Westwood Hills house on this site. It will include a koi pond and
English garden design with plenty of walking space. The Westwood hills house will have an
additional kitchen allowing for resident lunches and additional space for family members to have
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celebrations with their loved ones in a private space. We had envisioned the additional private
dining/celebration would be part of the carriage house addition.
However, a building can be beautiful, welcoming, and comfortable but the most important thing is
the people withing the building, architecture is merely a backdrop for living. Our caregivers are
chosen based on their empathy and ability to “love” the residents as they are family. We employ
only Certified Nursing Assistants (CNA) as direct caregivers to our residents. This is different than
other facilities, first we consider facility to be the F word and our lexicon is a community, as they
may employ not certified resident assistants, meaning any untrained and uncertified person, can
work in those facilities. In addition, we staff with licensed nursing 24 hours per day. This is
important as we have the ability to provide. if necessary, medical interventions when or if some
shows extreme anxiety leading to behaviors. Due to this we have had minimal residents sent out to
hospitals which can lead to them having to go through unnecessary stress from new surroundings. It
also minimalizes their chances of being placed in a Geri-psych setting and coming back to us highly
medicated, sometimes called snowed, and a progression of their disease much quicker. It also limits
the visit of EMT’s and ambulance which can upset the other residents. With our specialized
dementia training of CNA’s and Nurses we have all the tools in our toolbelt to redirect and calm the
situation without medicating the resident to calm them. The team we have built at TMOL is truly
unique and sets us apart from the competition.
Approved PUD Amendment
In our prior site design, we requested certain design changes to bring our highest level of care to
Wayzata. There is a clear need in the community for our specialized memory care and enhanced
assisted living (EAL) services.
During our inspection period of the property formerly known as Meridian Manor, we found
significant interior and exterior issues including water intrusion, mold, and seriously deficient HVAC
system. To solve these issues, we proposed the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Removal and replacement of existing siding and façade with stone façade and siding. All Our
proposed finishes were designed with the new Wayzata Design Standard Handbook –
6/1/2021 and adopted on June 15, 2021 which went into effect prior to our application
Removal and replacement of all sheathing
Installation of moisture and vapor barrier
Removal and replacement of roofing including new sheathing and ice and water shield
Regrading around building to redirect water away from the foundation to minimize potential
recurrence.

SITE DESIGN
• Addition of a port cochere at resident and visitor entrance to provide a weather safe area to
enter the building, then redesigned for lower and smaller footprint within heights required
for EMS ambulances to enter
• Addition of front yard parking with additional 19 parking spots to meet city code for parking
spaces required for the site including the addition of the carriage
• Redesign and addition of parking spaces
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•

•
•

Removal and replacement or transplant of trees on the site to meet city ordinance and
concerns of neighbors across Wayzata Blvd West on Babcock Lane
• Removal and replacement of the drive island and transformation into additional parking
spaces, the circle previously held four parking spaces
• Addition of 5’-high combination natural berm and retaining walls to shield headlights from
reaching neighbors across
• Addition of sidewalk at Wayzata Boulevard
Moving the trash enclosure and mechanical equipment to “front yard” to the west side of
daycare addition. Designed to be aesthetically a part of the addition. This effort led to a reduced
the mass and architecture to reframe façade to a complimentary carriage house.
Refinement added to carriage house façade to reinforce the DSH 3.A.2 recess seating areas.

ADDITION ADULT DAYCARE
During research of the Wayzata and west metro area we recognized a need for those with dementia
to have a space for them to go during the day for socialization and life enrichment (activities). This
service also allows for necessary respite for caregivers to allow them to run errands, have lunch, play
golf and most important self-care. All activities that can be difficult to bring their loved ones with or
most concerning leaving someone at home that could either walk away, fall or worse yet start a fire.
The one story with walkout addition would allow the executive offices for “The Moments” and
LiveWell management on the lower level. The total addition was 13,000 square feet. The building
was designed as a carriage house aesthetic with approximately 6,500 above ground to house the adult
daycare and its operations. The lower level was to include space to remove the mezzanine and
rooftop mechanicals for the building as well as employee retention spaces including fitness room,
massage room (used as employee recognition, a mother’s room, and training space for staff. The
offices were intended for overall operation executives including myself, Vice President of
Operations, Human Resource Director, Finance, Culinary Director, Marketing and Life Enrichment
This addition and the traffic it may cause, far less than what was planned for in the city’s master
plan, have been a hot button for both the City Council and neighbors. We have decided to pull the
addition from the new plan. However, we reserve the right to reapply for the adult daycare building
in the future.
AMENDED PLAN BEFORE YOU NOW
Following the City Councils vote to deny the amendment, we made numerous changes to address
and resolve the community members concerns. Following the request by the City Planners Senior
Consultant we resubmitted plans to be reconsidered by the Council. My takeaway of their concerns
was façade design (too much stone), trees, parking area in southeast corner, the addition and design
two deviations regarding mass break and front yard parking.
We took this opportunity to revise the plans including:
1. Removal of addition and connecting walkway
2. Redesign of façade to include James Hardie shakes on the upper portion of the building
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3. Removal of southeast parking and redesign of the parking lot to provide required spaces –
this is still a deviation to remove the center island and add 15 spaces in the new design area.
Total parking spaces south of building are at parity with what exists presently.
4. Potentially, saving of eleven (11) trees that were to be removed. As note younger trees
consume more CO2 while as trees age their consumption ability decreases. Many of the trees
on the property are beginning to die per forester
5. Redesign of retaining wall to 101 linear feet instead of 350 linear feet. Moved drive lane and
retaining wall type – sheet pile to allow proper drip areas for the existing and new trees.
6. Mechanical equipment to remain within service yard, except transformer will be within
delivery area, to remain in current location.
7. Trash enclosure moved away from the building along same line as the existing placement.
All interior renovation plans remain the same as in the application approved by the Planning
Commission. CNA aide stations will be on each floor, at wing intersections.
We know that there are concerns of the neighbors regarding trees, gardens headlights and the
façade. These we feel we have addressed all of them to the best of our abilities. Our brand standard
and design standard to renovate and build the operations to be successful need have been
incorporated. In that vein, we present you with many of the requested changes from the City
Council.
We took the time to go through the Highlands Neighborhood to document similar façades in the
neighborhood and that of the renovation of the building and the addition of the Port Cochere.
During this process we found numerous houses with complete stone fronts including on house on
Babcock Lane. We also photographed port cochere’s within this neighborhood. All of which leads
us to believe the redesigned exterior will not be a design deviation. Furthermore, I photographed
from the property to Babcock to show that headlights should not reach across the street into houses
save for one without screening trees in their front yard. Finally, please find attached photos from the
street in front of each home on Babcock to show what each resident sees from their homes. You’ll
note you can barely see the building itself. With our proposed additional landscaping and trees, it
will be even more obscured.
The neighbors represented in both this commission and City Council that they had visited and
photographed our property in Lakeville. They used this to attempt to show that we do not have
grass or landscaping. However, as with all construction the sod installation of those areas is the last
thing to done. What they didn’t show was all the landscaping on Kenyon, the trees, and flowers
outside of the building and the vines growing on our rear retaining wall. Additionally, they showed
photos from within our property of the signs branding the building, however, what they failed to
recognize is that Lakeville is not Wayzata, and their sign ordinances are significantly different. As it
stands now, we will be replacing the existing Meridian Manor sign under a separate permit to meet
code.
We also heard concerns over gardens and planting on the site being replaced. They talked about
bees and pollinators. Sadly, the previous owner left all of gardens unattended and those plants and
flowers are now overtaken by weeds. Our exterior beauty and welcoming feeling are not only our
standard but provides a certain curb appeal to would be families and residents. We have in our other
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property put in significant quantity of flowers and plants specifically to draw not only bees but
hummingbirds as well.
I have offered numerous opportunities for the neighbors to come get a proper tour of TMOL and
none have accepted to date. I am providing photos of our property in Lakeville to show a true
representation of landscaping and design for our communities. However the most compelling story
is to meet our staff and residents and experience our hospitality of staff and services.
As I stated before we may be forced to reevaluate its current use and what would be our options for
developing this land based on its the currently guided zoning of high density residential of 40/units
per acre. This use this would be based on the new Assisted Living Act as well as the City’s final
decision.
As requested by the City Council we are attaching an analysis of the Assisted Living Act and its
potential impact for this site. Since the prior owners were shut down by the Minnesota Department
of Health we are required to obtain a new license for this location.
As caring for seniors and those with dementia is my priority and passion, I wish nothing more than
to renovate and provide the highest level of care that our residents deserve. Wayzata has always been
a city that I have loved and enjoyed for my adult life, and I believe there is a great need here for the
care that we provide. The opportunity to do that with this site has been desire since I began my
journey into senior living.
Though I know this is a long letter with lots of information, I truly appreciate you taking the time to
review it and consider our revised request for approval.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Wright
Founder – President
The Moments of Wayzata, LLC

Thomas P. Harlan

(612)604-2589 harlan@mdh-law.com
Two22
222 South Ninth Street Suite 3150
Minneapolis MN 55402
T (612)604-2000 F (612)604-2599 mdh-law.com

September 14, 2021
Via email (elizabeth@themoments.com)
Ms. Elizabeth Wright
The Moments of Wayzata, LLC
7900 Excelsior Blvd
Suite 2000
Hopkins, MN 55343
RE:

City of Wayzata and The Moments of Wayzata.

Dear Elizabeth:
As part of the application process for a PUD for The Moments of Wayzata, there have been
discussions about the application of certain new building standards that are required for
senior assisted buildings, and whether those apply to the current building that is
rehabilitated from senior assisted living to a memory care center. The question posed has
two parts: first, whether the project currently pending before the City of Wayzata is
considered new construction and/or is required to obtain a new license, and, if so, whether
the application in its current state is an exception (or grandfathered) to the new standards.
As we set out in more detail below, we believe the project falls under the new standards
but the PUD application, as it stands, is grandfathered or exempt from those standards.
Instead, the project will be required to meet the standards that were in effect prior to July
31, 2021 (which are, by definition, robust in their own right) as opposed to the new
standards. See Minn. Stat. § 144G.191, subd. 2a. Please note that a discussion of
grandfathering was a topic of earlier communications with the City’s attorneys in July
2021, focusing on the importance of the building permit or plan review application being
deemed “complete” by the city in advance of the statute’s July 31 deadline.
While an argument can be made that the proposed changes to the building would be
considered new construction given their extensive nature, there is not new construction
because nothing being built from the ground up. These arguments are moot give the fact
that it is clear that The Moments of Wayzata will be required to obtain a new license to
open the facility because the previous operators were shut down by the State of Minnesota.
So, regardless of any discussion of new construction, the project, upon completion, will be
required a new license and therefore is under the new statute (and the new construction
standards). Minn. Stat. § 144G.45, subd. 6(a).

Ms. Elizabeth Wright
September 14, 2021
Page 2
However, we also believe that given the current state of The Moment’s application before
the City, the application qualifies Section 144G.191’s grandfathering provision. The
current application was submitted to the City’s Planning Commission before the deadline
set out in the amended statutes. While the application has been modified to accommodate
the requests of the City and the project’s neighbors, it is still proceeding under the last
application. As such, a denial of that application, even without prejudice to submit a new
application at some later point, deprives The Moments, through no fault of its own, of the
grandfathering protections of the statute.
Therefore, if the City wants to see this facility reopen (and do so in the most cost-effective
manner for the future residents of the facility/city), the approving of a revised version of
the existing application is imperative.
Very truly yours,
MADIGAN, DAHL & HARLAN, P.A.
/s Thomas P. Harlan
Thomas P. Harlan

TPH/brc
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NEIGHBORHOOD MATERIAL
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143 WESTWOOD

184 WESTWOOD LANE

VIEW FROM BABCOCK LANE

176 BABCOCK LANE

VIEW FROM THE MOMENTS
OF WAYZATA

GARDENS

THE MOMENTS OF
LAKEVILLE LANDSCAPING

The Moments of Wayzata Neighborhood Meeting #4 Recap
Meeting time/date: 5:00 – 6:30 PM, 9/23/2021. Additional Q&A continued until 6:45 PM.
Meeting location: Project site, 163 Wayzata Boulevard W
Meeting Attendees (other than applicant, Ms. Elizabeth Wright, and design consultants):
Attendees included but not limited to: Commissioner Merriam, David Kirkland, 176 Babcock Lane, Dan
Drotning, 120 Westwood Lane S, Keith & Kris Johnson, 166 Babcock Lane, Joe Vanloy, 136 Birch LN
W, David Knoll, Wayzata Community Church, 125 Wayzata Blvd East, Ms. Laurel _, No sign in sheet
was circulated – apologies. An approximate total participants -15-18 residents
David Kirkland was the primary HOA spokesperson, while sidebar conversations occurred with Dan
Drotning and Elizabeth Wright
Observations and Q&A
Introductions and comments - residents seemed positive of the proposed changes and reduction in the scope
to the primary building. They spoke highly of the proposed detail changes as illustrated with the enlarged
computer-generated imagery.
Questions:
Q. How does the material palette as presented, differ based on the past renderings?
A. Materials have been chosen and are as allowed within the Wayzata Design Handbook Standards (DSH).
Product is on record with the City Planning Staff. Primary change was upper band at second floor level. It is the
James Hardishingle® Straight Edge Panel vs. flat pre-cast stone. The color of standing seam metal at the
dormers was changed to cream vs. anodized bronze, except for the roof mounted utility enclosure. This will be
black. Roof materials remain dark gray, and as architectural grade shingle product.
The utility enclosure will be in the current location, but the height will be raised to conceal service equipment.
Refuse shed will be clad with manufactured stone and flashing, of similar materials as presented on the
primary building mass.
We have added patio spaces flanking the entry to provide a means to foster community, family, and resident
member interaction. A complimentary hospitality feature was added to SW of the dining room, a pergola based
on Gianni’s café. This will extend the hospitality seasons into spring and fall.
Q. What are your intentions for Phase II? Restated – What provisions have you made to the building to support
next phase?
A. We hold open our options and rights of development. Owner reserves rights to file for additional
development in the future. Point two - No mechanical provisions have been planned.
Q. Parking in front of the building. Why the quantity? Why at the loop? Location?
A. As required per City Planning DSH, proposed spaces total 56. Existing spaces are 53. Owner has accepted
the city’s methodology for parking quantity and have complied. Added DSH features such as south facing
patios, dedicated loading and delivery zone to the west. Limits have been contained within the looped (paved
area). Proposed hardscape placement has reduced hardscape by ~ 1.4%.
The focused parking spaces have been placed with the care and convenience of visitors and guests yet
screening and grade elevation are mindful of our neighbors’ concerns.
Our site meeting allowed a demonstration of visual and physical evidence of the proposed limits for the
addition of parking spaces within loop.

Onsite discussions were held and explored regarding rotating various ways of parking. Parallel (2 or 3-each
way + drive aisle) to Wayzata Blvd. These are not practical, as do not take into full account element at the front
of the building including port cochere, and circulation patterns.
Following the meeting, Friday (9/24) afternoon at 4:28 pm MHA received a neighbor call with recommendations
to add diagonal parking to avert headlights, as well as relocating parking to NW. Although appreciated for the
expressed concern, the owner finds this communication out of line. Communication should remain with the City
Planning team or project ownership. We are willing to work to build consensus following the appropriate venue
and lines of communication.
Q. Trees – What has been done to keep existing trees?
A. Per plan introduction of sheet piling at back of curb to minimize tree root damage. This is used as minimally
invasive retaining structure. Densely planted arborvitae will screen the entire parking perimeter.
Q. Concerns remain related to headlights facing south. Neighbors submitted a secondary option of a 6’ high
wood fence with alternating panel placement with coniferous trees, natural grasses and hedges. This as found
on W side of 101, across from Juut Salon.
A. Previously, the owner recommended wall solution was rejected by the neighbors – precast stone and cap of
monochromatic color. In lieu of that we will provide a continuous arbor vitae hedge. Each coniferous scrub will
be 4’ wide x 5’ high. Sixty-five units will be densely planted along the entire south parking lot frontage. This will
grow at a rate of a foot per year. The continuous hedge will exceed 250’ in length. It will provide a positive,
green wall to obscure head light spillage and provide continuous understory between mature trees.
Additionally, please note that we are not asking for tree credits, as the caliper (dbh) does not qualify, as below
threshold diameter. This will ameliorate the neighbor concerns.
Q. Why not introduce of Proof of Parking?
A. Owner has accepted the city’s methodology for parking quantity and have complied. We believe in and
promote participation of our community residents. Therefore, we believe our community will increase demand
rather than decrease interaction. Therefore, we feel it prudent for the count to remain as designed.
Q. Tree quantity taking has been reduced. Proposed layout maintains 17 more than original layout. Do tags
represent trees to stay and go?
A. Current color tags are residual based on relocation conversation. Following the meeting tags were removed
to eliminate confusion. New red ribbons will be added prior to Planning Commission meeting on 10/4.
Q. Discuss staffing, shift change and visitors
A. Parking spaces proposed within the ‘loop’ are dedicated for visitors. This will be signed accordingly. Staff
parking will be located to the west of the site. Neighbor recognition was made that not everyone will be driving
elevated SUV or amped up pickup trucks, especially if area is dedicated to guest parking, it will not create a
problem.
Q. Where are deliveries made? And what are the intended hours?
A. Marked change was the elimination of loading and delivery from the front (S elevation). All heavy, large
vehicle deliveries will be screened by the existing utility area. Hours for delivery will occur after 7:00 AM during
standard business week. Small parcel delivery will occur at the front door. A dedicated zone for truck turning
movements have been made at the former garage location.
Q. Explain the Assisted Living Act - What does it mean to this project?
A. MN Legislature adopted this legislation and placed into effect on August 1, 2021. New communities must
meet minimum licensure standards for care as a community asset to be endorsed to offer business within the
State. If entitlement application is not accepted by the city and the application is terminated, the occupancy
proposed within this building type would no longer be grandfathered for use and endorsement.

The current building Type V-A per the MN Building Code 2020 (International Building Code 2018) with
amendments adopted 2020. Building type changes from protected Type V-A (combustible-wood) to Type II-A
(non-combustible – steel or concrete). The building is fully fire sprinkled and managed with smoke and heat
detectors. Change to Type II-A would materially change the cost, geometry, and delivery of the project.
Q. Are tree placement along Babcock Lane still a part of the project?
A. Yes, they are located at the primary points of ingress (East), egress (West). Based on the neighbor at 166
Babcock Lane’s, south of the east ingress drive, it was suggested to relocate the trees, to be more central to
their property, thereby ameliorate further stray headlights.
Q. What about the signage? Will it have a large ‘M’, like Moments of Lakeville? Will it be lighted?
A. Signage requires a separate permit. The proposed PUD Amendment does not speak to any portions of the
topic except as noted on CSG C2.0 that says, “Two-sided Monument sign, match proposed new building
materials, see arch, detailing include light, final size and location to be per separate sign permit plan set.”
Q. What will be the ground cover along S property line?
A. Combination of berms, turf and landscape materials. No stone ground cover will be used along Wayzata
Boulevard.
GENERAL OBSERVATION
As mentioned previously, neighbors were present and apparently receptive to the proposed change intent.
Whether they will stand up in front of the Planning Commission or City Council, will yet to be seen. Yet we seek
a positive, mutual outcome.
We ask for your support of the PUD Amendment. We believe and as testimony bears, there is a very real need
that exists in the Wayzata community. Our desire is to be a good and supportive community member.

Emily Goellner
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

David Kirkland <kirklanddm@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:43 PM
Public Comment
Beth Flynn-Ferry; Daniel Drotning; Kris Johnson; Laurel Anthony; Lindsay Bashioum;
Mike Sund; Rachel Sturgis; Rebecca Hawthorne; Ty Severson; janediemer@gmail.com
163 Wayzata Blvd. - Moments of Wayzata

From the very beginning all the neighborhood has required of the applicant is to adhere to the existing PUD
zoning.
Now, after being soundly rebuked by the City Council, the applicant reluctantly, but wisely, has determined the
path to approval means sticking to the current zoning.
We have always accepted that many upgrades to the property need to be made for it to be reopened
successfully, in today’s much more competitive market. The presented plans show these upgrades which we
favor.
There is one last critical issue affecting the neighbors and that is the need to completely screen the car/truck
headlights for the parking stalls facing the neighbors along Babcock Lane. There are 17 existing stalls on the
west end plus the proposed addition of 8 in front of the new covered entry, for which the applicant will need a
design deviation approved.
In today’s world of HIGH INTENSITY, broad coverage, ALWAYS ON headlamps effective screening requires
a solid barrier, close to the curbing, of at minimum 5’ high (The hood of the new GMC Denali with the now
standard, oversized tires is approximately 60” high!). As most of the employee shift changes will happen in
dark hours, especially in the winter months after the trees and shrubs have dropped their leaves a solid barrier is
a must.
One of the neighbors has been a landscape designer for 20+ years in and around Wayzata recommends either a
‘living fence’, (see attached photos of a fence along 101 North across from the Aveda salon in Colonial Square)
combining plant material with attractive cedar fencing where both the sides are built alike so it looks good from
the street view or the resident’s view. The other option is natural stone wall using stone the applicant plans on
using on the building facade. I personally think the ‘living fence’ the better choice being it is cost effective,
installation would have minimal impact on the close-by tree roots, and it is easier removed or repaired as the
site changes over time.
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As to the design deviation for additional front yard parking, the neighbors will accept that deviation if the
headlights are 100% blocked. We would have preferred the applicant make better use of the north side of the
site but the time for that has passed.
Thank you for listening to the residents!
Sincerely, David Kirkland , 176 Babcock Lane;
and on behalf of the neighbors on our street.
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Emily Goellner
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kris Johnson <krisjohns53@gmail.com>
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:25 PM
Public Comment
Planning Commission Meeting - Monday, October 4th - Moments of Wayzata
Redevelopment

Several of the neighbors met with Elizabeth Wright and the Moments team last week regarding the proposed Meridian
Manor redevelopment.
In the present proposal, there are eight additional parking spaces along the front yard/building. The front of these
parking spaces face south and the car/truck headlights will have a direct impact on the neighbors across Wayzata
Boulevard. What about placing the parking spaces diagonally? If the parking spaces were placed diagonally along the
front of the parking lot the headlights will face east and alleviate some of the headlight issues.
Several screening options were discussed. The neighbor’s first choice would be a “living fence” at a minimum of 5 feet
high. Fence posts would be non‐invasive to the trees lining the parking lot. Along with landscape plantings, a living
fence and parking spaces placed diagonally, this would allow almost all of the car/truck headlights to be screened.
There was also a discussion regarding the plantings along Wayzata Boulevard. The team agreed to move a group of
plantings to be placed in front of 166 Babcock Lane.
I respectfully propose that the present approval for front yard parking be conditioned on having the parking spaces
100% screened and acceptable to the neighbors.
Thank you for your consideration,
Kris Johnson
166 Babcock Lane
Wayzata
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Emily Goellner
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Laurel Anthony <lanthony208@msn.com>
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:02 PM
Public Comment
David Kirkland; Kris Johnson
Moments of Wayzata

I went to the onsite meeting with the applicants and Highland neighbors. The applicant has obviously listened
to residents and made wonderful changes. I think the greenish roof, along with the shake and natural stone
siding gives the building a residential feel. In addition, the perennial gardens on the east side and planters
by the front patio add to the look the original owners wanted.
I understand why there is a need to add parking spaces, but I am concerned that the residents on Babcock
Lane will get headlights shining right into their homes. I have seen it first hand. The current plan includes a
4 foot wall by the parking spaces to solve this problem. The wall needs to be at least 5 feet. I suggest that the
applicants all park their vehicles (including larger trucks) in those spots, turn on their headlights and walk over
to the neighbor’s yard, preferably when it is dark. Then they will understand the need for at least 5 feet.
The new parking spots right in front of the entrance are a particular concern. It would help the headlight
problem somewhat if those spots could be angular. I realize this takes the number of new spots from 8 to 7,
but I think the applicant could find room on the west side for one more spot.
I would suggest that the planning committee approved this revised plan ON THE CONDITION that the
screening wall is 5 feet tall and the new spots are at an angle.
Laurel Anthony
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